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This paper is written with this belief that architecture is not a problem-solving device but its true responsibility is to make expression through thought provoking space. Under this scenario, this paper will analyze the role of alienation in reference to contemporary architecture, considering alienation as a matter of fact, not as a social or psychological problem. In this quest, we will review the selective philosophical text, Literature (On the meaning of Alienation by Melvin Seeman, Alienation Effect by Bertolt Brecht, Marxs Theory of Alienation by Karl Marx, Themes of Alienation by Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, The sense of space in E.M.Foster’s “The Machine Stops” by Susana Oliveira) and discuss
the role of dialogue in defining the alienation of space. After this initial understanding, the major part of our research work will be inspired by the work of Edward Hopper an American artist famous for his realist paintings, haunted by abstract expression of alienation. He captures the expression of alienation through specific frames and color pallet based on real but imaginary urban situations. By following the technique of Edward hopper, we will try to explore the gradual transformation of architectural elements in terms of alienation in contemporary house of metropolitan city Lahore Pakistan. After analyzing the overall situation, we will focus our studies further on five architectural elements: Roof, Balcony, Lounge, Veranda and Courtyard that are in state of alienation. These alienated elements are struggling against unruly flux of digital communication mean, which is destroying our dialogue with physical environment and virtualize our experiences. The digital modern communication means and the acceptance of these means without any resistance by the architects are the few reasons of alienation. To study the alienation, we will paint these elements in three different compositions to address the specific alienation of space based on these elements. The focus of our studies will be more in perspective of design rather than only functional understanding of these elements.

After these studies, we will explore the three dimensional space in reference to specific alienation based on paintings of architectural elements. The three dimensional representation of alienation is the profound and concluded part of our studies. By this exercise, we will try to signify the prevailing alienation in-between residents and their physical environment especially in local context.
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